
Super SENSATIONAL!  Words cannot describe what anyone doing this event, is going to 
see, experience and enjoy, so here are a few pics that might help explain: 



Super SENSATIONAL cont.   
 
Once again preparations and planning for our long awaited Super 
are in full swing and as it begins to take some serious shape, the true 
calibre of what this event will be, further comes to light.  Every RBR 
that we set out to organise has a certain standard we will strive for 
and will not rest until it is achieved.  Our large scale Super events are 
given that same commitment and dedication and we are very, VERY 
excited to say that what is in place and waiting for you is something 
quite extraordinary.  The hand carved course we have blazed across 
the country is simply amazing and will take you into the very heart 
and soul of the areas we pass through and to say you will see country 
that very few people get to see would be quite an understatement.  
 
 
From standing in the icy winds blowing straight off the Great Southern Ocean, across the snow covered 
midlands and the misty green and spectacular scenery of Tasmania. Across Bass Strait to the mainland 
and travel up through the very heart of the continent from South, to North.  Out over the majestic 
Grampian Mountains, driving along an ancient river bed through a narrow gorge in the rugged Southern 
Flinders Ranges, out onto clay pans and brilliant white salt flats spanning to the horizon north of Port 
Augusta to continue northward to the Red Centre over rusty red, sand hills and spinifex to the spectacular 
weather beaten ranges that welcome you with open arms to the very heart of Australia.  Half way there!  
North from “The Centre” to continue your cross country odyssey from bottom to the top it will be a “kids in 
a candy shop” wide eyed adventure filled with breathtaking ranges, desert sands, sandy creeks, stoney 
river beds and spanning the wide treeless plains of our richest cattle country.  The further north you travel, 
so to will the temperature with windows coming down and T shirts on you will be edging closer to the 
“Top End”.  Hot, hard, rough and dusty country beaming with battled scarred Aussie bush pride in a land 
so hard and old.  Big rivers, big crocodiles, big stations, big buffalos and one big Road Boss Rally 
adventure.  The very last day on its own is worthy of the entire effort everyone will go to to do this Super 
event.   
 
Words cannot even begin to describing what you will see and experience on this “across the country” 
journey.  For anyone who will get to experience the emotion and elation of standing there on Dundee 
Beach watching the sunset over the Timor Sea on Thursday 28th July 2022, to look back over what you 
have just seen and where you have been will be left speechless and bursting with pride knowing you have 
just achieved and experienced something that no one else in this world has.  Anyone who knows RB and 
how he rolls will know full well that every single event he does is unique and a once and one only, never to 
be repeated.  You can watch from the side lines or jump right in, so speak now or forever……….. 

 
 

Quite seriously, if you are not entered but are thinking 
that you might just want to go, please contact RB 

immediately to discuss.  Entry numbers are at capacity 
but if you are serious, we are too and would love to see 

you enjoy and share this ONCE in a life time journey. 
 

RB: 0427 633 098 



RBR Trivia; Did you know?  
Our longest standing rally entrant who has done every 
mile of every event since the beginning is once again 
lining up and champing at the bit to get going on yet 
another amazing Road Boss Rally adventure.  Car 98 
John Leadbetter in his trusty 1968 XY Falcon is prepped 
up and ready to go.  Just a bit of $$ dollar $$ raising to 
do now to get him to, from and across both the start 
and finish lines. 
Great friends of his and loyal RBR supporters Ros & Les 
Richters have generously dedicated their time to 
coordinate and organise a huge night for John to ensure 
he gets there and back. 
Details below on the Car 98 Trivia night. 
 

Sat May 21 
Westbrook Hall (Toowoomba QLD) 

7.00pm 
 

RSVP to Ros on 0412 781 269 and please don't hesitate to call if you have any queries. 

Super Accommodation Alice 
Springs 
If you are doing the Super and haven't yet 
arranged your accommodation in Alice Springs 
or not so comfortable with what you have, 
good news.  A good quality motel that has been 
out of action due to it being taken over by the 
NT government as a Covid Quarantine facility is 
about to come back online in the next few 
weeks. The Mercure Inn will see its last Covid 
client this week then some time soon it will go 
back to normal operations.  It has good off 
street parking with loads of room and sort of in 
the middle of everywhere.  Not sure when you 
will be able to ring and book but just keep 
trying and get in early as once it opens up it will 
book out for the cooler tourist season months 
rather fast. 
 

Mercure Alice Springs Resort 
34 Stott Terrace, 08 89514545 

Go Myles! 
Good news on our great 
mate Myles Allan who 
continues to rally along 
on his long, long road to 
recovery.  No one knows 
where the finish line is or 
just how far in to the 
Road Book he is but one 
thing is for sure, like a 
well built car on the 
toughest of Road Boss 
Rally roads, he will 
never say never and will continue to soldier on until he 
makes it to the end.  Like all tough rallys and 
situations you can’t do it alone and the whole RBR 
community has been and will continue to be right 
behind, beside and up on top of the hill helping and 
encouraging Myles along.  We don’t think you can 
Myles, we know you can and we are looking forward 
to the magic “Myles stone” occasion when we get to 
see you in Alice Springs in July.  Go Myles! 

GIVIT continue to impress us and never fail to show case why they are an 
amazing charity and perfect fit for our RBR fundraising efforts.  No one ever 
wants to see or experience a natural disaster but when they do strike, it is GIVIT 
who everyone wants and needs on their side.   

Recent flooding events in QLD and Northern NSW has been and continues to be a massive operation 
with thousands of people and buildings severely effected.  Like cyclones in the North, bush fires in the 
South and droughts in the West GIVIT will remain committed to serving local charities, community 
groups and front line services in all those areas for as long as it takes to get everyone and everything 
back on safe and solid ground, which can take years.  Well done GIVIT, our RBR community are very 
proud to be the fuel that keeps you keeping on, especially in time of such urgent and widespread need.   



RBR over the horizon 
Since 2020 and like so many businesses the 
RBR has been on a rough and rugged journey 
of survival but we are very proud of our efforts 
and to now see that our grit and determination 
to keep the dream alive has been worth the 
fight and we are now coming out the other side 
as strong and energetic as ever. 
Our next and most significant step is to get the 
2022 Super run and won which will all be done 
and dusted quite soon. Once that is off the 
operations bench we will have a clear view 
ahead and begin planning and organising 2023 
and beyond.  
So what's in stall?   While we do not want to 
over commit until the Super is well and truly 
behind us, the outlook and thoughts at the 
moment is to run a one week RBR adventure 
next year. Most likely July.  Start Sunday, finish 
Friday. Off the back of a HUGE Super year we 
feel it would be wise to take some time and 
financial pressure off everyone, including 
ourselves and make 2023 a fun and easily 
achievable year for everyone. This also allows 
the RBR door to be opened wide to attract 
some new entrants and invite them in to our 
RBR family.  
Then 2024???  Yes there are some wild ideas 
floating around inside RB’s head but it is too 
far off to commit just yet.  Once this Super is 
over and we’ve had time to rest and let the 
dust settle  we can all have a look and see. 
Whatever the next two years holds one thing is 
for sure, the Road Boss Rally road show is far 
from over. 

Super Sticker 
Below is the image of the 2022 Super door sticker which 
was made way back in 2019 and has now been updated 
for 2022. Only changes are dates, few route alterations 
and a logo adjustment, other than that it is exactly the 
same. 
Rather than go to the complete expense of reprinting  
120 new stickers, all Super entrants and officials will have 
the option of keeping and using the original ones they 
currently have, sending a new set or we can email you 
the file and have it printed in your local town.   We will 
be in touch soon 
with everyone to 
see which is best 
suited to your 
needs and 
requirements. 

Super Sublimated Shirt 
Similar to everything else the art work we had set and 
ready to go back in 2020 has now been updated and is 
currently in production.  Fortunately unlike the door 
stickers we did not have the polo shirts made before 
Covid came along, “phew”!  Below is a sample of how 
they will look, which is sensational.  If not before these will 
be handed out to all participants at the start of the 
Super in Launceston, Ararat or Alice, depending on your 
chosen departure location. 

2022 

Road to Finke 2022 
Once again Team Cosgrove are stepping up to tackle the iconic Tatts Finke Desert 
Race in Alice Springs. Only this time with two trucks.  Last year RB had a crack and 
while out there Col Desbrow caught the bug and soon after found himself a similar 
looking race rig.  So now we will have the RBR flag flying loudly and proudly on 
“Thunder & Lightning”.  Both race trucks are currently en-route to Alice Springs for a Finke shake down test 
day on Sunday 8th May then go into preparation mode ready for the great race on 12th/13th June.   
Photo credits: Fossil Fuel Photography & Chrissy’s Natural Light Photography. 





Super entry list con’t 


